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GESTURES VISUAL BUILDER TOOL

BACKGROUND
[001] The growing use of hand gestures as a human machine interface (HMI) for interactive systems presents major challenges in formulating a simple, user friendly and easy to implement gesture construction and/or recognition systems. Unlike traditional HMI interface such as, for example, a keyboard, a touchscreen, a digital surface and/or pointing devices such as mouse and the likes, gesture interaction is a 3D interface in which the hand gestures are performed by a user in the space in front of the machine. The spatial characteristics and the visual nature of the hand gestures forces the tools, for example, an integrated development environment (IDE) used to create the hand gestures of the gestures HMI to employ complex interfaces since each hand gesture is defines by multiple features (characteristics). Moreover, different users may perform the interaction hand gestures different from each other making the implementation of a unified, common gesture HMI even harder. Gesture creation tools currently available may employ a user interface allowing a programmer to define the features of a hand gesture, an imaging device(s) through which the programmer may articulate a hand gesture and record it and/or a touch screen and/or a digital surface for the programmer to draw the hand gesture. However current gesture creation tools are highly complex for the programmer making the implementation of the gesture HMI difficult and time consuming. Furthermore, the created gesture HMI may fail to encompass the variety in hand gestures as performed by the different users of the gesture HMI thus failing to provide a reliable HMI.

SUMMARY
[002] According to some embodiments of the present disclosure, there are provided systems, methods and tools for creating one or more hand gestures to be used by a gesture HMI to interact with a computerized machine, for example, a computer, a laptop, a smartphone, a tablet and/or any other processor based machine or appliance which integrates and/or is attached to an imaging device(s), for example, camera(s), depth camera(s), stereo camera(s), infrared (IR) camera(s) and the likes, which monitors a user's hand movement. Definition, creation, construction and/or generation of hand gestures, hand poses and/or hand motions as referred to hereinafter throughout this disclosure refers to definition, creation, construction and/or generation of representations of hand gestures, hand poses and hand motions respectively which simulate respective hand gestures, poses and motions of a hand(s). Creation of the hand gestures is done using a gestures visual
builder tool which provides a programmer a platform and/or environment, for example, a graphic user interface (GUI) based IDE. The gestures visual builder tool enables the programmer to create the one or more hand gestures using an innovative, simple and highly intuitive hierarchical menu based interface. The gestures visual builder tool takes advantage of a simple gesture language in which a finite number of discrete pose and motion values building block are used to define each hand pose and/or motion respectively. The gestures visual builder tool generates a software code segment in the form of code instructions and/or a data representation for the created hand gesture such as, for example, java-script object notation (JSON), extensible application markup language (XAML), and/or extensible markup language (XML). The gestures visual builder tool may be coupled with a gesture library and/or a gesture application programming interface (API) to allow the programmer a straight forward distribution path for sharing and/or hooking the created one or more hand gestures to one or more functions of one or more applications to employ the gesture HMI.

[003] Each of the hand gestures is defined by a gesture dataset of discrete values describing the features (characteristics) of the hand gesture, for example, hand pose, hand and/or fingers spatial location, fingers relative location to one another, fingers tangency, hand and/or fingers motion outline and/or motion characteristics. The gesture dataset documents one or more hand poses and/or hand motions wherein each of the one or more hand poses and/or hand motions is defined by a features record of discrete values of the hand features. The gesture dataset optionally defines one or more sequences and/or finite state machines (FSM) documenting transitions between hand pose(s) and/or hand motion(s). The discrete nature of the gesture allows each hand pose and/or hand motion to be easily constructed by a representation of a finite number features. In addition the discrete values implementation may greatly reduce the sensitivity to gesture variance among a plurality of users since each of the hand gestures is brought down to a minimal representation. Furthermore, the minimal representation of the discrete implementation may simplify recognition, identification and/or classification of the hand gestures in runtime, avoiding the use of machine learning and intensive computer vision processing.

[004] Unless otherwise defined, all technical and/or scientific terms used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. Although methods and materials similar or equivalent to those described herein can be used in the practice or testing of embodiments of the disclosure, exemplary methods and/or materials are described below. In case of conflict, the patent specification, including definitions, will
control. In addition, the materials, methods, and examples are illustrative only and are not intended to be necessarily limiting.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS**

[005] Some embodiments of the disclosure are herein described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings. With specific reference now to the drawings in detail, it is stressed that the particulars shown are by way of example and for purposes of illustrative discussion of embodiments of the disclosure. In this regard, the description taken with the drawings makes apparent to those skilled in the art how embodiments of the disclosure may be practiced.

[006] In the drawings:

[007] FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand gesture sequence as presented by an exemplary visual gesture builder, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[008] FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand pose construction area using an exemplary visual gesture builder, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[009] FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand motion construction area using an exemplary visual gesture builder, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[010] FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand poses construction using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[011] FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary pinch hand pose construction using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[012] FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand motions construction using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[013] FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary half circle hand motion construction using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[014] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the building blocks of exemplary hand gestures, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[015] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the building blocks of an exemplary slingshot hand gesture, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[016] FIG. 10 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary FSM defining hand gestures by
a sequence of hand motions and hand poses, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[0017] FIG. 11 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary system for creating hand gestures using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure;

[0018] FIG. 12 is a flowchart of an exemplary process for creating hand gestures using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure; and

[0019] FIG. 13 is a schematic illustration presenting screen snapshots of an exemplary gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] According to some embodiments of the present disclosure, there are provided systems, methods and tools for creating one or more hand gestures to be used by a gesture HMI to interact with a computerized machine which integrates and/or is attached to an imaging device(s) which monitors a user's hand movement. A programmer may create one or more hand gestures using a gestures visual builder tool which provides the programmer a platform and/or environment, for example, a GUI based IDE. The gestures visual builder tool IDE may be executed on one or processors as, for example, a local application(s), a web service accessible for example using a web browser, a remote service provided by remote one or more servers and/or a web robot (bot) connection. The interface unit includes an input device, for example, keyboard, touchscreen, a digital surface and/or pointing device such as, for example, a mouse and an output device, for example a monitor, a projector and/or a screen. A hand gesture may refer to one or more hand poses and/or hand motions performed by a single hand and/or of both hands (right and left). Each hand is assigned a dedicated instance of the dataset of poses and/or motions features so that the one or more hand gestures of each hand may be separately constructed, classified and/or identified. However for brevity, reference hereinafter is made to hand gesture to address hand gestures of one and/or both hands. The gestures visual builder tool incorporates a hierarchical menu driven interface allowing the programmer to easily navigate and create the one or more hand gestures by building a logical sequence of one or more hand poses and/or hand motions associated with each of the hand gestures. The hand poses and hand motions are each defined by the programmer using the gestures visual builder tool through a hand pose features record and a hand motion features record respectively. The hand poses and motions features records may be implemented through, for example, a features vector, a features matrix and/or a features table. The hand pose
features record is a dataset of discreet pose values selected by the programmer to define a respective hand pose where each of the discrete pose values is indicative of a respective hand pose feature (characteristic), for example, hand selection, hand position, hand spatial location, fingers flexion (per finger), fingers direction (per finger), fingers tangency (per two or more fingers) and/or fingers relative location (per two or more fingers). The hand motion features record is a dataset of discreet motion values selected by the programmer to define a respective hand motion where each of the discrete motion values is indicative of a respective hand motion feature (characteristic), for example, motion properties (size, speed, direction and/or location) and/or motion outline which may be defined by a motion script. Continuous values of the one or more hand pose features and/or hand motion features may be represented by discrete hand values by quantizing the continuous values to support the discrete architecture for creating the one or more hand gestures. The gestures visual builder tool translates the hand poses and/or hand motions as defined by the programmer to a code segment which includes the one or more logical sequences associated with the one or more hand gestures. The code segment may be generated in the form of code instructions and/or a data representation for the created hand gesture such as, for example, JSON, XAML, and/or XML. Each of the one or more hand gestures logical sequences may be represented, for example by a unique FSM. The code segment may use one or more gesture libraries to construct one or more hand poses and/or hand motions constituting the logical sequence of each hand gesture. The code segment may be incorporated into one or more applications to make use of the hand gestures for interacting with one or more users, for example, as HMI. Optionally the code segment follows a gesture API which may expose a gesture set, for example a gestures library, comprising a plurality of hand gesture though a software interface allowing the programmer to associate one or more application functions to the one or more of the hand gestures. The gestures visual builder tool hierarchical menu based interface provides the programmer an innovative, simple and highly intuitive visual user experience. Combined with the finite possibilities for creating each of the one or more hand poses and/or hand motions, the gestures visual builder tool provides a convenient, simple and yet comprehensive environment for easily creating the one or more hand gestures.

[0021] Before explaining at least one embodiment of the exemplary embodiments in detail, it is to be understood that the disclosure is not necessarily limited in its application to the details of construction and the arrangement of the components and/or methods set forth in the following description and/or illustrated in the drawings and/or the Examples.
The disclosure is capable of other embodiments or of being practiced or carried out in various ways.

[0022] Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand gesture sequence as presented by an exemplary visual gesture builder, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. As shown at 100, an exemplary hand gesture sequence 101 is presented by an exemplary gestures visual builder tool as a sequence of one or more hand poses and/or hand motions 1 through N. The hand gesture sequence 101 starts and completes with a virtual state 110A, for example an idle state. Each of the hand poses and/or hand motions 1 through N that is set by a programmer is assigned a visual representation designating a construction area 110 (110A through HON) which allows the programmer to create, delete and/or edit the one or more hand poses and/or hand motions 1-N. The hand gesture sequence 101 may be edited to add, remove and/or change the order of the one or more hand poses and/or hand motions 1 through N.

[0023] Reference is now made to FIG. 2 which is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand pose construction area using an exemplary visual gesture builder, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. As shown at 200, a hand gesture sequence, such as the hand gesture sequence 101 includes one or more hand poses and/or hand motions such as the hand poses and/or hand motions 1-N. A hand pose J is selected and a construction area 110J is assigned to it. The construction area 110J may present a rendered image of the hand pose J.

[0024] Once the hand pose J is selected for creating, deleting and/or editing, a hierarchical menu driven interface is presented to the programmer next to the construction area 110J. The hierarchical menu driven interface includes one or more menu 210J and sub-menu 220J. The presented hierarchical menu structure is exemplary and may include additional levels of sub-menus available to the programmer to create, delete and/or edit the hand pose J. The menu 210J includes one or more fields each associated, for example, with one of the plurality of hand pose features 230 (230A-230N) available for the hand pose J. Each of the one or more fields of the hand pose features 230 may be associated with a sub-menu 220J which presents one or more fields indicating one or more discrete pose values 240 (240A-240N) available for the associated hand pose feature of the hand pose features 230. A sub-menu 220J is opened and displayed for a hand pose feature 230C following selection of the hand pose feature 230C by the programmer. The sub-menu 220J may present a plurality of discrete pose values 240C (240C1 through 240CN) which are available for the hand pose feature 230C. Additional one or more sub-menus such as the
sub-menu 220J may be displayed to present the programmer with additional optional hand pose features and/or discrete pose values available for one or more of the hand pose features and/or discrete pose values of the previous sub-menu 220J.

[0025] Optionally, the one or more menus 210J and sub-menus 220J of the hierarchical menu driven interface are implemented through arc shaped menus and sub-menus. The main menu 210J is adjacent to the construction area 110J and wraps the perimeter of the construction area 110J. Each of the one or more levels of the hierarchical menu driven interface is opened at larger radium from the center of the construction area 110J.

[0026] Optionally, the visual representation of the selected hand pose J is enlarged to allow the programmer easy visibility, navigation and/or selection.

[0027] Optionally, one or more of the hand pose features 230 which are not available for the selected hand pose J are shown as not available, for example, greyed out, indicating the programmer that the hand pose feature 230 is not available and/or may not be selected.

[0028] Optionally, the programmer can view, delete and/or edit the hand pose features 230 for the hand pose J by selecting the rendered image and/or specific one or more parts thereof while presented in the construction area 110J. Following the selection within the animated representation and/or specific one or more parts thereof, the corresponding menus 210K and/or sub-menus 220K will be presented to the programmer. The programmer may make the selection within the animated representation using an input device such as, for example, a keyboard, a touchscreen and/or a pointing device such as for example, a mouse, a trackball, a game controller, a joystick and the likes.

[0029] Reference is now made to FIG. 3 which is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand motion construction area using an exemplary visual gesture builder, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. As shown at 300, a hand gesture sequence, such as the hand gesture sequence 101 includes one or more hand poses and/or hand motions such as the hand poses and/or hand motions 1-N. A hand motion J is selected and a construction area 110K is assigned to it. The construction area 110K may present an animated representation of the hand motion K. Once the hand motion K is selected for creating, deleting and/or editing, a hierarchical menu driven interface is presented to the programmer next to the construction area 110K. The hierarchical menu driven interface includes one or more menus 310K and sub-menu 320K. The presented hierarchical menu structure is exemplary and may include additional levels of sub-menus available to the programmer to create, delete and/or edit the hand motion K. The menu 310K includes one or more fields each associated, for example, with one of the plurality of hand motion
features 330 (330A-330N) available for the hand motion K. Each of the one or more fields of the hand motion features 330 may be associated with a sub-menu 320K which presents one or more fields indicating one or more discrete motion values 340 (340A-340N) available for the associated hand pose feature of the hand pose features 330. A sub-menu 320K is opened and displayed for a hand motion feature 330K in case the hand motion feature 330K is selected by the programmer. The sub-menu 320K may present a plurality of discrete pose values 340C (340C1 through 240CN) which are available for the hand motion feature 330C. Additional one or more sub-menus such as the sub-menu 320K may be displayed to present the programmer with additional optional hand motion features and/or discrete motion values available for one or more of the hand motion features and/or discrete motion values of the previous sub-menu 220J.

[0030] Optionally, the one or more menus 310K and sub-menus 320K of the hierarchical menu driven interface are implemented through arc shaped menus and sub-menus. The main menu 310K is adjacent to the construction area and wraps the perimeter of the construction area. Each of the one or more levels of the hierarchical menu driven interface is opened at larger radium from the center of the construction area 110K.

[0031] Optionally, the visual representation of the selected hand motion K is enlarged to allow the programmer easy visibility, navigation and/or selection.

[0032] Optionally, one or more of the hand motion features 330 which are not available for the selected hand motion K are shown as not available, for example, greyed out, indicating the programmer that the hand motion feature 330 is not available and/or may not be selected.

[0033] Optionally, the programmer can view, delete and/or edit the hand motion features 330 for the hand motion K by selecting the animated representation and/or specific one or more parts thereof while presented in the construction area 110K. Following the selection within the animated representation and/or specific one or more parts thereof, the corresponding menus 310K and/or sub-menus 320K will be presented to the programmer. The programmer may make the selection within the animated representation using an input device such as, for example, a keyboard, a touchscreen and/or a pointing device such as for example, a mouse, a trackball, a game controller, a joystick and the likes.

[0034] Optionally, the programmer navigates between the one or more menu 210J/310K and sub-menu 220J/320K by performing a continual movement over one or more of the fields of the menu 210J/310K and sub-menu 220J/320K as desired to create, edit and/or delete one or more of the hand poses J and/or the hand motions K. The continual
movement may be performed by the programmer using one or more HMI interfaces, for example, a touchscreen, a digital surface and/or pointing device such as, for example, a mouse. The continual movement may allow the programmer to swiftly and rapidly create, edit and/or remove one or more of the hand pose/motion features 230/330 and/or the discrete pose/motion values 240/340.

[0035] According to some embodiments of the present disclosure, one or more hand poses such as the hand pose J and/or a hand motion such as the hand motion K are inserted into the gestures visual builder tool environment by the programmer using one or more imaging devices. The imaging device(s) may include, for example, a camera, a depth camera, a stereo camera and/or an IR camera. The one or more hand poses J and/or the hand motions K may be articulated by the programmer and captured by the imaging device(s). One or more images of the captured one or more hand poses J and/or hand motions K are analyzed and injected into a hand gesture sequence such as the hand gesture sequence 101. Optionally, the programmer inserts the one or more hand pose J and/or the hand motion K into gestures visual builder tool environment using one or more of a plurality of sensors, for example, a sonic sensor such as for example a sonar, a radiation emitting sensor such as, for example, an X-Ray device and/or a magnetic resonance sensor such as, for example, a Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). More optionally, the programmer inserts the one or more hand pose J and/or the hand motion K into gestures visual builder tool environment using a mechanical robot and/or device which is capable to follow an articulated hand pose and/or motion. Once included in the hand gesture sequence 101, the one or more hand poses J and/or hand motions K may be edited and/or deleted using the gesture visual builder using the hierarchical menu driven interface as described hereinabove.

[0036] Reference is now made to FIG. 4 which is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand poses construction using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. Illustration 400 depicts exemplary hand poses 450 representation construction using a gestures visual builder tool. Each of the hand poses 450 is represented as a hand pose features record 401 which includes one or more hand pose features 230A, 230B, 230C and 230D. Each of the hand pose features may be assigned with one or more discrete pose value 240A, 240B, 240C and/or 240D which identify the state (value) of the respective hand pose feature 230A, 230B, 230C and/or 230D for an associated hand pose of the hand poses 450. Continuous values of the one or more hand pose features 230A, 230B, 230C and/or 230D may be represented by the
discrete pose values 240A, 240B, 240C and/or 240D by quantizing the continuous values. The combination of the one or more discrete pose values 240 of the respective hand pose features 230 as defined by the hand pose features record 401 identifies a specific pose of the hand poses 450 which may be used by a programmer to create one or more hand gestures. The hand pose features record 401 may be represented as, for example, a features vector, a features matrix and/or a features table. The hand pose features record 401 may include values of one or more of the following hand pose features 230:

- Palm pose features - one or more pose features 230A may include, for example, hand selection 230A1, palm direction 230A2, palm rotation 230A3 and/or hand location 230A4. The hand selection feature 230A1 may identify which hand is active and may be defined by discrete pose values 240A such as, for example, right, left and/or both. The palm direction feature 230A2 may define the direction in which the palm of the active hand is facing and may be defined by discrete pose values 240A such as, for example, left, right, up, down, forward and/or backward. The palm rotation 230A3 may define the rotation state of the palm of the active hand and may include discrete pose values 240A such as, for example, left, right, up, down, forward and/or backward. The hand location feature 230A4 may identify the spatial location of the active hand in space and may be defined by discrete pose values 240A such as, center of field of view (FOV), right side of FOV, left side of FOV, top of FOV, bottom of FOV, front of FOV and/or rear of FOV. Where FOV is, for example, the visible space of an imaging device monitoring the movement of the user's hand. Optionally, the hand location feature 230A4 is identified with respect to a fixed object present in the FOV, for example, keyboard and/or pointing device so that the hand location features 230A43 may be defined by discrete pose values 240A such as, for example, above_keyboard, behind_keyboard, right_of_keyboard and/or left_of_keyboard.

- Finger flexion features - one or more finger flexion features 230B which are defined per finger. For example, a finger flexion feature 230B may be a flexion and/or a curve state which may be defined by one or more discrete pose values 240B such as, for example stretched, folded and/or open represented, for example by 0, 1, and 2. Each finger (thumb, index, middle, ring and/or pinky) may be assigned with one or more finger features 230B, for example, {thumb, middle, ring, pinky} in {folded} state and {index} in {stretched} state.

- Finger tangency condition features - one or more fingers tangency features 230C which may be defined per finger. The tangency feature 230C may identify a touch condition
of any two or more fingers and/or touch type and may be defined by discrete pose values 240C such as, for example, not touching, fingertip and/or full touch.

- Finger relative location condition features - one or more fingers relative location features 230D may be defined per finger. Each of the fingers relative location condition features 230D may identify a relative location of one finger in relation to another. The fingers relative location features 230D may be defined by discrete pose values 240D such as, for example, one or more fingers are located relatively to another one or more fingers to the left, right, above, below, inward, outward, in front and/or behind.

[0037] Each one of the hand poses 450 is defined by a unique one of the hand pose features records 401 which may be a combination and/or sequence of one or more discrete pose values 240 each providing a value of the corresponding hand pose feature 230. The hand pose features records 401 may include only some (and not all) of the discrete pose values 240A while other discrete pose values 240A which are not included are left free. For example, the hand pose features records 401 may define a specific state of the fingers (for example discrete pose values 230B) while the direction and rotation of the palm of the active hand is left unspecified (for example hand pose features 230A2 and/or 230A3). In this case the hand pose 450 is identified, recognized and/or classified in runtime at the detection of the fingers state as defined by the hand pose features records 401 with the palm of the active hand facing any direction. Using the discrete pose values 240 allows for simple creation of the hand pose 450 as there are a finite number of discrete pose values 240 with which the hand pose 450 is created. For instance, the palm direction feature 230A2 included in the hand pose feature 230A may include up to six discrete pose values 240A - left, right, up, down, forward and backward. The discrete representation of the hand pose features 230A, 230B, 230C and/or 230D may not be limited to discrete values only. Continuous values of the one or more hand features 410, 420, 430 and/or 440 may be represented by discrete pose values 240A, 240B, 240C and/or 240D respectively by quantizing the continuous values. For example, the palm rotation palm pose feature 230A3 may be defined with 8 discrete motion values 240A1-240A6 - 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270° and 315° to quantize the complete rotation range of 0° - 360°.

[0038] Reference is now made to FIG. 5 which is a schematic illustration of an exemplary pinch hand pose construction using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. Illustration 500 depicts an exemplary pinch hand pose 450A construction using a gestures visual builder tool. The pinch hand pose 450A is represented by a pinch pose features record 401A comprising discrete pose values such as
the discrete pose values 240, each indicating a value of a corresponding hand pose feature such as the hand pose features 230. The pinch hand pose 450A which is visualized through an image capture 501 is created with some of the plurality of discrete pose values 240 as follows:

- A hand selection feature 230A1 is assigned a discrete pose value 240A1 to indicate the left hand is active.
- A palm direction feature 230A2 is assigned a discrete pose value 240A2 to indicate the palm of the active hand is facing forward.
- A fingers flexion feature 230B1 is assigned a discrete pose value 240B1 and a discrete pose value 240B2 to indicate the thumb and index fingers are folded.
- A fingers flexion feature 230B2 is assigned a discrete pose value 240B3 and a discrete pose value 240B4 to indicate the middle, ring and pinky fingers are open.
- A fingers tangency condition feature 230C1 is assigned a discrete pose value 240C1 and 240C2 to indicate the thumb and index fingers are touching at their tips.
- A fingers relative location feature 230D1 is assigned a discrete pose value 240D1, a discrete pose value 240D2 and a discrete pose value 240D3 to indicate the index finger is located above the thumb finger.

[0039] As seen above, the pinch hand pose 450A is uniquely defined by a pinch features pose features record 401A comprising the discrete pose values 240A1-240A2, 240B1-240B4, 240C1-240C2 and 240D1-240D3 corresponding to the hand pose features 230A1-230A2, 230B1-230B2, 230C1 and 230D1 respectively. Similarly additional hand poses 450 may be created using the gestures visual builder tool.

[0040] Reference is now made to FIG. 6 which is a schematic illustration of exemplary hand motions construction using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. Illustration 600 depicts exemplary hand motions 650 representations construction using a gestures visual builder tool. Each of the hand motions 650 is represented as a hand motion features record 601 which includes one or more hand motion features 330. Each of the hand motion features 330 may be assigned with one or more discrete motion values 340 which identify the state (value) of the respective hand motion feature 330 for an associated hand motion of the hand motions 650. Continuous values of the one or more hand motion features 330 may be represented by the discrete pose values 340 by quantizing the continuous values. The hand motion features record 601 identifies a specific motion of a hand which may later be to create one or more hand gestures. The hand motion features record 601 may be represented as, for
example, a features vector, a features matrix and/or a features table. The hand motion features record 601 may include one or more of the following hand motion features 330:

- Motion property features - one or more motion property features 330A may include, for example, motion size 330A1, motion speed 330A2 and/or motion location 330A3. Motion size 330A1 may identify the size (scope) of the motion, and may be defined by discrete motion values 340A such as, for example, small, normal and/or large. Motion speed 330A2 may identify the speed of the motion and may be defined by discrete motion values 340A such as, for example, slow, normal, fast and/or abrupt. Motion location 330A3 may identify the spatial location in which the motion is performed, and may be defined by discrete motion values 340A such as, for example, center of FOV, right side of FOV, left side of FOV, top of FOV, bottom of FOV, front of FOV and/or rear of FOV. Optionally, hand location 330A3 is expressed with respect to a fixed object present in the FOV, for example, keyboard and/or pointing device so that relative hand location feature 330A3 may include discrete motion values 340A such as, for example, above_keyboard, behind_keyboard, right_of_keyboard and/or left_of_keyboard.

- Motion script features - one or more motion script features 330B may define the actual motion performed and/or hand trajectory. The motion script values 330B may include, for example, motion direction 330B1, motion start point 330B2, motion end point 330B3 and/or pre-defined curve shapes 330B4. The motion direction feature 330B1 may include discrete motion values 340B such as, for example, upward, downward, left_to_right, right_to_left, diagonal_left_upward, diagonal_right_upward, diagonal_left_downward, diagonal_right_downward, clockwise_arc_right_upward, clockwise_arc_right_downward, clockwise_arc_left_upward, clockwise_arc_left_downward, counter_clockwise_arc_right_upward, counter_clockwise_arc_right_downward, counter_clockwise_arc_left_upward and/or counter_clockwise_arc_left_downward. The pre-defined curve shapes discrete motion values 330B4 may include for example, at-sign (@), infinity sign (∞), digit signs, alphabet signs and the likes. Optionally, additional one or more curve shapes may be created as pre-defined curves, for example, checkmark, bill request and the likes as it is desirable to use hand gestures which are intuitive and publically known, for example, at-sign for composing and/or sending an email, checkmark sign for a check operation and/or a scribble for asking for a bill. The one or more curve shapes may optionally be created using a freehand tool in the format of, for example, SVG. Each of the motion script features 330B is defined for
a 2D plane, however each of the motion script features 330B may be transposed to depict another 2D plane, for example, X-Y, X-Z and/or Y-Z. Optionally, the motion script features 330B define three dimensional (3D) motions and/or curves using a 3D image data representation format.

[0041] Each one of the hand motions 650 is defined by a unique one of the hand motion features 601 which may a combination and/or sequence of one or more discrete motion values 340 each providing a value of the corresponding hand motion feature 330. Using the discrete motion values 340 allows for simple creation of the hand motions 650 as there is a finite number of discrete motion values 340 with which the hand motion 650 is created. For instance the motion speed feature 330A2 included in the hand motion property feature 330A may include up to four discrete motion values 340A - slow, normal, fast and abrupt. The discrete representation of the hand motion features 330 may not be limited to discrete values only, continuous values of the one or more hand motion features 330 may be represented by discrete motion values 340 by quantizing the continuous values. For example, the motion speed property feature 330A may be defined with 6 discrete motion values 340A - 5m/s (meter/second), 10m/s, 15m/s, 20m/s, 25m/s and 30m/s to quantize the motion speed of a normal human hand of 0m/s - 30m/s.

[0042] Reference is now made to FIG. 7 which is a schematic illustration of an exemplary half circle hand motion construction using a gestures visual tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. Illustration 700 depicts an exemplary left_to_right_upper_half_circle hand motion 650A construction by a left_to_right_upper_half_circle motion features record 601A comprising a plurality of discrete motion values such as the discrete motion values 340, each indicating a corresponding hand motion feature such as the hand motion features 330. The left_to_right_upper_half_circle hand motion 650A which is visualized through image captures 701A, 701B and 701C is created with some of the plurality of discrete motion values 340 as follows:

- A motion size feature 330A1 is assigned a discrete motion value 340A1 to indicate the motion size is normal.
- A motion speed feature 330A2 is assigned a discrete motion value 340A2 to indicate the motion speed is normal.
- A motion location feature 330A3 is assigned a discrete motion value 340A3 to indicate the motion is performed above a keyboard.
- A first motion script feature 330B1 is assigned a discrete motion value 340B1 to
indicate a motion shape of clockwise.arc_left_upward as presented by the image capture 70IB.

* A second motion script feature 330B2 is assigned a discrete motion value 340B2 to indicate a motion shape of clockwise.arc_left_downward as presented by the image capture 701C.

[0043] As seen above, the left_to_right_upper_half_circle motion 650A is uniquely defined by a left_to_right_upper_half_circle motion features record 601A comprising of the discrete motion values 340A1-340A3 and 340B1-340B2 corresponding to the hand motion features 330A1-330A3 and 330B1-330B2 respectively. Similarly additional hand and/or finger(s) motion may be created using the gestures visual builder tool.

[0044] Reference is now made to FIG. 8 which is a block diagram of the building blocks of an exemplary hand gesture, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. Illustration 800 depicts several construction schemes of exemplary hand gestures (representation) 850. The hand gestures 850 representation may be created using a gestures visual builder tool through one or more possible constructions, for example:

(a) The hand gesture 850 may consist of a hand pose, such as one of the hand poses 450.
(b) The hand gesture 850 may be a combination and/or sequence of two of the hand poses 450.
(c) The hand gesture 850 may be a combination and/or sequence of one of the hand poses 450 and a hand motion, such as one of the hand motions 650.
(d) The (first) hand gesture 850 may be a combination and/or sequence of a second hand gesture 850 and one of the hand poses 450. The second hand gesture 850 may be the same one as the first hand gesture 850 or a different one of the hand gestures 850.
(e) The (first) hand gesture 850 may be a combination and/or sequence of a second hand gesture 850 and one of the hand motions 650. The second hand gesture 850 may be the same one as the first hand gesture 850 or a different one of the hand gestures 850.

[0045] The hand gesture 850 may be created through multiple iterations of the constructions (d) and/or (e) above. Each hand gesture 850 is constructed as a unique combination and/or sequence represented by a logical hand gesture sequence, such as the hand gesture sequence 101 which comprises of one or more of the: hand poses 450, hand motions 650 and/or hand gestures 850. Each of the hand gestures 850 starts and ends with idle state such as the idle state 110A identifying the start and/or end of the unique hand gesture sequence 101 of the hand gesture 850, for example, an idle hand pose.

[0046] Reference is now made to FIG. 9 which is a block diagram of the building blocks
of an exemplary slingshot hand gesture, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. Illustration 900 depicts an exemplary slingshot hand gesture 850A construction as a logical hand gesture sequence such as the hand gesture sequence 101 which comprises hand poses such as the hand poses 450 and hand motions such as the hand motions 650. The slingshot hand gesture 850A which is visualized through image captures 901A, 901B, 901C and 901D is constructed of a combination and/or sequence of a no pinch hand pose 450B, a pinch hand pose such as the pinch hand pose 450A and a retract hand motion 650B. The sequence of the slingshot hand gesture 850A is as follows:

- An idle state such as the virtual idle state 110A defines the starting state and/or point of the slingshot hand gesture 850A.
- A no pinch hand pose 450B defined by a hand pose features record 401B represents no pinching action as depicted in image capture 901A.
- A pinch hand pose 450A defined by the hand pose features record 401A in which a pinch action is identified as depicted in image capture 901B.
- A retract hand motion 650A defined by a hand motion features record 601B in which the hand is moved backwards as is depicted in image capture 901C.
- A no pinch) hand pose 450B defined by the hand pose features record 401B in the pinch pose is released and identified as no pinching action as depicted in image capture 901D.
- An idle state 110A defines the end state and/or point of the slingshot hand gesture 850C.

[0047] The sequence of the slingshot hand gesture 850A as described above is represented through a unique logical slingshot hand gesture sequence 101A such as the hand gesture sequence 101 which may be utilized as an FSM to be associated with the slingshot hand gesture 850A. For any of the hand poses 450 and/or hand motions 650 only relevant discrete pose and/or motion values may be defined, as is evident, for example, from the no pinch hand pose features record 401B in which the hand selection discrete pose value 230A1 (left), the finger flexion discrete pose value 230B (stretched) and the finger tangency discrete pose value 230C (not touching) are defined for the no pinch hand pose 450B. Other discrete pose values which are irrelevant to distinguishing between the no pinch hand pose 450B from the pinch hand pose 450A are left free and are not specified. Specifying only the relevant discrete pose and/or motion values allows for several degrees of freedom in the articulation of the hand poses 450 and/or hand motions 650 as performed by different one or more users at runtime. This means each of the one or more
users may perform the hand pose 450 and/or hand motion 650 slightly differently and yet they are still recognized, identified and/or classified the same.

[0048] The gestures visual builder tool may create the one or more hand gestures 850 using a gestures library and a gestures API. The gestures API allows a common interface for one or more programmers to make use of the one or more hand gestures 850 in order to integrate them with one or more applications.

[0049] The unique combination and/or sequence of each of the hand gestures 850 may be represented by a unique FSM, i.e. the FSM includes one or more of the hand poses 450 and/or the hand motions 650 to represent the hand gesture 850.

[0050] Reference is now made to FIG. 10 which is a schematic illustration of a finite state machine (FSM) defining hand gestures by a sequence of hand motions and hand poses, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. An illustration 1000 depicts an FSM 1001 which may represent a hand gesture sequence such as the hand gesture sequence 101. The FSM 1001 may be created by a gestures visual builder tool to easily construct and represent one or more hand gestures such as the hand gestures 850 for easy recognition, identification and/or classification during runtime use. The FSM 1001 starts with a start point 1010 which may be a virtual state indicating an idle state of the FSM 1001 and may include one or more states 1002A, 1002B, 1002C through 1002N. The first state 1002A is a hand pose which is a start of a sequence representing a hand gesture such as the hand gesture 850. Each of the succeeding states 1002B, 1002C through 1002N may be either a hand pose such as the hand poses 450 or a hand motion such as the hand motions 650. The FSM 1001 is ended with an FSM end point 1020. The start point 1010 and/or the end point 1020 may be defined by a virtual idle state such as the idle state 110A. Optionally, the FSM 1001 may be constructed to represent a complex hand gestures such as the hand gestures 110 by including repetitions of one or more of the states 1002A-1002N, splitting to several parallel and/or sequential paths and/or combining two or more FSMs 1001 and/or parts thereof.

[0051] Reference is now made to FIG. 11 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary system for creating hand gestures using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. An exemplary system 1100 includes an interface unit 1110 for interacting with a programmer 1150, one or more hardware processors 1120 for creating one or more hand gestures such as the hand gestures 850 and a storage medium 1130 for storing the software code instructions of a gestures visual builder tool 1140 and a dataset with records defining discrete pose and discrete motion values 1145.
Optionally the storage medium stores one or more of the hand gestures 850. The interface unit includes an input device, for example, keyboard, touchscreen, a digital surface and/or pointing device such as, for example, a mouse and an output device, for example a monitor, a projector and/or a screen. The processor 1120 executes the gestures visual builder tool 1140 which provides the programmer 1150 a platform and/or environment for creating the one or more hand gestures 850. The gestures visual builder tool 1140 may be utilized in the form of, for example, an IDE tool presenting a GUI which presents a gesture construction workspace such as presented in illustrations 100, 200 and 300.

[0052] Using the GUI, the programmer 1150 outlines the hand gesture 850 which is built as a hand gesture sequence such as the hand gesture sequence 101 creates, deletes or edits the one or more hand poses and/or hand motions such as the hand poses 450 and the hand motions 650 respectively. The programmer 1150 assigns each of the one or more hand poses 450 and/or hand motions 650 one or more discrete pose values such as the discrete pose values 240 and/or discrete motion values such as the discrete motion values 340.

Each of the discrete pose values 240 indicates an appropriate value of a respective hand pose feature 230 to define the created hand pose 350. Similarly, each of the discrete motion values 340 indicates an appropriate value of a respective hand motion feature 330 to define the created hand motion 650. The gestures visual builder tool 1140 receives the dataset of discrete pose values 240 and/or discrete motion values 340, assigned by the programmer 1150, and generates a code segment which defines the dataset using the selected one or more discrete pose values 240 and/or the discrete motion values 340. The code segment may conform to a gesture API to support a common well established programming interface for creating, utilizing and/or distributing the hand gestures 850 to other one or more applications. A gestures library may be created which may be used by the programmer 1150 to integrate with other one or more applications. Optionally, dynamic linking of the gestures library us supported through a dynamic link library (DLL) that is loaded to the target computerized device to be linked with the other one or more applications in runtime.

[0053] Reference is now made to FIG. 12 which is flowchart of an exemplary process for creating hand gestures using a gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. An exemplary process 1200 is executed in a system such as the exemplary system 1100. As shown at 1210, the exemplary process 1200 starts with presenting a programmer such as the programmer 1150 with a development platform and/or environment such as, for example, the gestures visual
builder tool 1140 for creating one or more hand gestures such as the hand gestures 850. The GUI may present the programmer 1150 a hierarchical menu driven interface with options to construct a hand gesture sequence, such as the hand gesture sequence 101, for each of the one or more hand gestures 850 and navigate through it. The hierarchical menu driven interface may include one or more menu levels such as the menus 210J and/or 310K and/or sub-menus such as the sub menus 22J and/or 320K to allow the programmer 1150 to select one or more discrete pose values such as the discrete pose values 240 and/or discrete motion values such as the discrete motion values for defining the one or more poses and/or motion included in the hand gesture sequence 101. Each of the selected discrete pose values 240 indicates a value of a respective hand pose feature 230 and each discrete motion value 340 indicates a value of a respective of a respective hand motion feature 330. As shown at 1220, the selections of the programmer 1150 are received and a logical sequence is created for each of the one or more hand gestures and associated with it. The logical sequence includes the one or more hand poses and/or hand motions as defined by the user, each of the hand poses and hand motions is assigned a hand pose features record, such as hand pose record 401 and each hand motion is assigned a hand pose features record, such as hand motion record 601. As shown at 1230, a software code segment is generated to capture the hand gesture sequence 101 as defined by the one or more hand pose records 401 and/or hand motion records 601. The generated software code segment may be in the form of code instructions and/or a data representation for the created hand gesture such as, for example, JSON, XAML, and/or XML. The code segment may conform to a gesture API to support a common well established programming interface for creating, utilizing and/or distributing the hand gestures 850 to other one or more applications. A gestures library may be created which may be used by the programmer 1150 to integrate with other one or more applications. Optionally, dynamic linking of the gestures library us supported through a dynamic link library (DLL) that is loaded to the target computerized device to be linked with the other one or more applications in runtime.

[0054] Optionally, the programmer inserts the one or more hand pose J and/or the hand motion K into gestures visual builder tool environment using one or more imaging devices, for example, a camera, a depth camera, a stereo camera and/or an IR camera. The one or more hand poses J and/or the hand motions K may be articulated by the programmer and captured by the imaging device(s). One or more images of the captured one or more hand poses J and/or hand motions K are analyzed and injected into a hand
gesture sequence such as the hand gesture sequence 101.

[0055] Optionally, the programmer inserts the one or more hand pose J and/or the hand motion K into gestures visual builder tool environment using one or more of a plurality of sensors, for example, a sonic sensor such as, for example, a sonar, a radiation emitting sensor such as, for example, an X-Ray device and/or a magnetic resonance sensor such as, for example, a Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). One or more images of the captured one or more hand poses J and/or hand motions K are analyzed and injected into the hand gesture sequence 101.

[0056] More optionally, the programmer inserts the one or more hand pose J and/or the hand motion K into gestures visual builder tool environment using a mechanical robot and/or device which is capable to follow an articulated hand pose and/or motion. The articulated one or more hand poses and/or motions are analyzed and injected into a hand gesture sequence such as the hand gesture sequence 101.

[0057] Reference is now made to FIG. 13 which is a schematic illustration presenting screen snapshots of an exemplary gestures visual builder tool, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. An illustration 1300 presents 3 screen snapshots 1310, 1320 and 1330 of an exemplary gestures visual builder tool. The screen snapshots 1310, 1320 and 1330 describe the process of creating a checkmark hand gesture which may be one of the hand gestures 850. The screen snapshot 1310 presents a GUI of the exemplary gestures visual builder tool in which a hand gesture sequence such as the hand gesture sequence 101 is created for the checkmark hand gesture. The checkmark hand gesture sequence 101 includes a pointing finger hand pose which may be one of the hand poses 450 and a checkmark hand motion which may be one of the hand motions 650. The screen snapshot 1320 presents a construction area such as the construction area 110J which is assigned to the pointing finger hand pose. Menus such as the menu 210J and a sub-menu such as the sub-menu 220J are displayed by the GUI around the construction area 110J to allow a programmer such as the programmer 1150 to define the pointing finger flexion as desired. As shown at the screen snapshot 1320 a plurality of hand pose features such as the hand pose features 230 are presented in the main menu with the sub-menu presenting a plurality of discrete pose values such as the discrete pose values 240 with a respective hand motion feature 330 to allow the programmer 150 to easily define the pointing figure hand pose. The screen snapshot 1330 presents a construction area such as the construction area 110K which is assigned to the checkmark hand motion. Menus such as the menu 310K and a sub-menu such as the sub-menu 320K are displayed by the
GUI around the construction area 110K to allow the programmer 1150 to define the checkmark hand motion as desired. As shown at the screen snapshot 1330 a plurality of hand motion features such as the hand motion features 330 are presented in the main menu with the sub-menu presenting a plurality of discrete motion values such as the discrete motion values 340 which are associated with a respective hand motion feature 330 to allow the programmer 150 to easily define the checkmark hand motion.

[0058] It is expected that during the life of a patent maturing from this application many relevant HMI and/or NMI will be developed and the scope of the term HMI and/or NMI is intended to include all such new technologies a priori.

[0059] The terms "comprises", "comprising", "includes", "including", "having" and their conjugates mean "including but not limited to".

[0060] The term "consisting of" means "including and limited to".

[0061] The term "consisting essentially of" means that the composition, method or structure may include additional ingredients, steps and/or parts, but only if the additional ingredients, steps and/or parts do not materially alter the basic and novel characteristics of the claimed composition, method or structure.

[0062] As used herein, the singular form "a", "an" and "the" include plural references unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. For example, the term "hand gesture" or "at least hand gesture" may include a single hand gesture and/or two hands gestures.

[0063] As used herein the term "method" refers to manners, means, techniques and procedures for accomplishing a given task including, but not limited to, those manners, means, techniques and procedures either known to, or readily developed from known manners, means, techniques and procedures by practitioners of the chemical, pharmacological, biological, biochemical and medical arts.

[0064] According to some embodiments of the present disclosure there are provided systems for creating hand gestures, comprising an interface for interacting with a user, a storage storing a plurality of discrete pose values and a plurality of discrete motion values, a memory for storing a gesture visual builder code and one or more processors coupled to the interface, the storage and the memory to execute the gesture visual builder code to allow the user to create one or more hand gestures. The gesture visual builder code comprises code instructions to present a GUI displaying a hierarchical menu driven interface, code instructions to receive iteratively a plurality of user instructions indicated by the user using the hierarchical menu driven interface for creating a logical sequence of one or more hand gesture by defining one or more of a plurality of hand pose features
records and a plurality of hand motion features records and code instructions to generate a
code segment which defines the one or more hand pose features records through a
respective set of one or more of the plurality of discrete pose values and the one or more
hand motion features records through a set of one or more of the plurality of discrete
motion values.

[0065] Each of the discrete pose values is indicative of a corresponding one of a plurality
of hand pose features and each of the discrete motion values is indicative of a
corresponding one of a plurality of hand motion features.

[0066] The hand pose feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: active
hand, palm direction, palm rotation, flexion of one or more fingers, direction of one or
more fingers, relative location between two or more fingers and/or tangency between two
or more fingers.

[0067] The hand motion feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: motion
properties and/or motion script. The motion script defines one or more of hand motion and
motion of one or more fingers.

[0068] The logical sequence which represents said at least one hand gesture is defined by
a unique FSM model.

[0069] Optionally, the generated code segment conforms to a gesture API.

[0070] Optionally, the GUI displays the logical sequence so that each of the one or more
hand pose features records and the one or more hand motion features records is assigned
with a construction area which is displayed with an associated instance of the hierarchical
menu driven interface.

[0071] Optionally, the associated instance is a hierarchical arc menus structure comprising
a plurality of menus shaped as arcs each having one or more of a plurality of feature fields.
The hierarchical arc menus structure has one or more of a plurality of levels, a first level
arc menu which is displayed by the GUI adjacent to the construction area and one or more
of a plurality of next level arc menus. Each of the plurality of next level arc menus is
adjacent to a respective previous level arc menu and having a larger radius from a center
of the construction area. Each of the plurality of feature fields is associated with a gesture
feature which is assigned with at least one of the plurality of discrete pose values and/or
the plurality of discrete motion values.

[0072] Each next level arc menu is presented by the GUI following an indication in the
one or more fields of the previous level arc menu. The indication is made by the user.

[0073] Optionally, the one or more feature fields are actively displayed to indicate
availability of the associated gesture creation operation.

[0074] Optionally, one or more of the plurality of hand pose features records and/or the plurality of hand motion features records is included in the logical sequence by capturing one or more hand poses and/or hand motions. The one or more hand poses and/or hand motions are articulated by the user and captured by one or more imaging devices.

[0075] According to some embodiments of the present disclosure there are provided a computer implemented method for creating hand gestures. The method utilizes an application code executed on one or more processors. The method comprises presenting a GUI to a user where the GUI displays a hierarchical menu driven interface, receiving iteratively a plurality of user instructions indicated by the user using the hierarchical menu driven interface to create a logical sequence of at one or more hand gestures by defining at one or more of a plurality of hand pose features records and/or a plurality of hand motion features records and generating a code segment which defines the one or more hand pose features records through a set of one or more of a plurality of discrete pose values and the one or more hand motion features records through a set of one or more of a plurality of discrete motion values.

[0076] Each of the discrete pose values is indicative of a corresponding one of a plurality of hand pose features and each of the discrete motion values is indicative of a corresponding one of a plurality of hand motion features.

[0077] The hand pose feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: active hand, hand direction, palm rotation, flexion of one or more fingers, direction of one or more fingers, relative location between two or more fingers and/or tangency between two or more fingers.

[0078] The hand motion feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: motion properties and/or motion script. The motion script defines at least one of, hand motion and/or motion of one or more finger.

[0079] According to some embodiments of the present disclosure there are provided a software program product for creating hand gestures stored in a non-transitory computer readable storage medium. The software program product comprises first program instructions to present a graphical user interface (GUI) to a user where the GUI displays a hierarchical menu driven interface, second program instructions code instructions to receive iteratively a plurality of user instructions indicated by the user using the hierarchical menu driven interface to creating a logical sequence of one or more hand gesture by defining one or more of a plurality of, hand pose features records and/or hand
motion features records and third program instructions code instructions to generate a code
5 segment which defines the one or more hand pose features records through one or more of
a plurality of discrete pose values and the one or more hand motion features records
through one or more of a plurality of discrete motion values. The first, second and third
program instructions are executed by one or more computerized processors from the non-
transitory computer readable storage medium.

[0080] Each of the discrete pose values is indicative of a corresponding one of a plurality
of hand pose features and each of the discrete motion values is indicative of a
30 corresponding one of a plurality of hand motion features.

[0081] The hand pose feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: active
hand, palm direction, palm rotation, flexion of one or more fingers, direction of one or
5 or more fingers, relative location between two or more fingers and/or tangency between two
or more fingers.

[0082] The hand motion feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: motion
properties and/or motion script, said motion script defines at least one of, hand motion
10 and/or motion of one or more fingers.

[0083] The logical sequence which represents the one or more hand gestures is defined by
a unique FSM model.

[0084] Optionally, the generated code segment conforms to a gesture API.

[0085] Optionally, the GUI displays the logical sequence so that each of the one or more
hand pose features records and the one or more hand motion features records is assigned
20 with a construction area which is displayed with an associated instance of the hierarchical
menu driven interface.

[0086] Optionally, the associated instance is a hierarchical arc menus structure comprising
a plurality of menus shaped as arcs each having one or more of a plurality of feature fields.
The hierarchical arc menus structure has one or more of a plurality of levels, a first level
arc menu which is displayed by the GUI adjacent to the construction area and one or more
25 of a plurality of next level arc menus. Each of the plurality of next level arc menus is
adjacent to a respective previous level arc menu and having a larger radius from a center
of the construction area. Each of the plurality of feature fields is associated with a gesture
feature which is assigned with at least one of the plurality of discrete pose values and/or
the plurality of discrete motion values.

[0087] Each next level arc menu is presented by the GUI following an indication in the
one or more fields of the previous level arc menu. The indication is made by the user.
Optionally, the one or more feature fields are actively displayed to indicate availability of the associated gesture creation operation.

Certain features of the examples described herein, which are, for clarity, described in the context of separate embodiments, may also be provided in combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features of the examples described herein, which are, for brevity, described in the context of a single embodiment, may also be provided separately or in any suitable sub-combination or as suitable in any other described embodiment of the disclosure. Certain features described in the context of various embodiments are not to be considered essential features of those embodiments, unless the embodiment is inoperative without those elements.
CLAIMS

1. A system for creating hand gestures representations, comprising:
   an interface for interacting with a user;
   a storage storing a plurality of discrete pose values and a plurality of discrete motion values;
   a memory for storing a gesture visual builder code;
   at least one processor coupled to the interface, the storage and the memory to execute the gesture visual builder code to allow the user to create at least one hand gesture, the gesture visual builder code comprising:
   - code instructions to present a graphical user interface (GUI) to the user, the GUI displays a hierarchical menu driven interface;
   - code instructions to receive iteratively a plurality of user instructions indicated by the user using the hierarchical menu driven interface, for creating a logical sequence of at least one hand gesture by defining at least one of a plurality of hand pose features records and a plurality of hand motion features records; and
   - code instructions to generate a code segment which defines the at least one hand pose features record through at least one of the plurality of discrete pose values and the at least one hand motion features record through at least one of the plurality of discrete motion values.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein each of the discrete pose values is indicative of a corresponding one of a plurality of hand pose features and each of the discrete motion values is indicative of a corresponding one of a plurality of hand motion features.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the hand pose feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: active hand, palm direction, palm rotation, flexion of at least one finger, direction of at least one finger, relative location between at least two fingers and tangency between at least two fingers.

4. The system of claim 2, wherein the hand motion feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: motion properties and motion script, the motion script defines at least one of: hand motion and motion of at least one finger.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the logical sequence which represents the at least one hand gesture is defined by a unique finite state machine model.

6. The system of claim 1, further comprising the code segment conforms to a gesture application user interface (API).
7. The system of claim 1, further comprising the GUI displays the logical sequence so that each of the at least one hand pose features record and the at least one hand motion features record is assigned with a construction area which is displayed with an associated instance of the hierarchical menu driven interface.

8. The system of claim 7, further comprising the associated instance is a hierarchical arc menus structure comprising a plurality of menus shaped as arcs each having at least one of a plurality of feature fields, the hierarchical arc menus structure having at least one of a plurality of levels:

   a first level arc menu which is displayed by the GUI adjacent to the construction area; and

   at least one of a plurality of next level arc menus, each of the plurality of next level arc menus is adjacent to a respective previous level arc menu and having a larger radius from a center of the construction area;

   wherein each of the plurality of feature fields is associated with a gesture feature which is assigned at least one of: the plurality of discrete pose values and the plurality of discrete motion values.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the each next level arc menu is presented by the GUI following an indication in the at least one field of the previous level arc menu, the indication is made by the user.

10. The system of claim 8, further comprising the at least one feature field is actively displayed to indicate availability of the associated gesture creation operation.

11. The system of claim 1, further comprising at least one of: the plurality of hand pose features records and the plurality of hand motion features records, is included in the logical sequence by capturing at least one of hand pose and hand motion, the at least one of hand pose and hand motion are articulated by the user and captured by at least one imaging device.

12. A computer implemented method for creating hand gestures representations, comprising:

   using at least one processor executing program instructions for:

   presenting a graphical user interface (GUI) to a user, the GUI displays a hierarchical menu driven interface;

   receiving iteratively a plurality of user instructions indicated by the user using the hierarchical menu driven interface, for creating a logical sequence of at least one hand gesture by defining at least one of a plurality of hand pose features records and a plurality
of hand motion features records; and

    generating a code segment which defines the at least one hand pose features record through at least one of a plurality of discrete pose values and the at least one hand motion features record through at least one of a plurality of discrete motion values.

13. The computer implemented method of claim 12, wherein each of the discrete pose values is indicative of a corresponding one of a plurality of hand pose features and each of the discrete motion values is indicative of a corresponding one of a plurality of hand motion features.

14. The computer implemented method of claim 13, wherein the hand pose feature is a member selected from a group consisting of: active hand, hand direction, palm rotation, flexion of at least one finger, direction of at least one finger, relative location between at least two fingers and tangency between at least two fingers.

15. The computer implemented method of claim 13, wherein the hand motion feature is a member selected from a consisting of: motion properties and motion script, the motion script defines at least one of: hand motion and motion of at least one finger.
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